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Italian Police Silence
"Voice Of God"

Police have silenced a radio station that spread
the good word to Roman Catholics in an Italian
village, but interfered with local air traffic, La
Repubblica newspaper reported. With its anten-
nas inside a church steeple, the low -powered radio
station-in operation since the mid-1980s-
relayed services live to the elderly, ailing, and
handicapped of Asolo village, northwest of
Venice. But its broadcasts at 108 -MHz FM, the
bottom end of the aviation radio band, led to com-
plaints from pilots at nearby Treviso airport,
which is used by low-cost airlines, and triggered
a police raid. Some 160 Italian towns and villages
have similar radio stations that are too small to
require a government license, the newspaper said.
Using technology from a company in Milan, they
typically use a low -power transmitter that costs
up to 10,000 (approximately $14,500) as well as
fixed -frequency receivers that parishioners can
buy for 60 (approximately $87) each.

(Source: AFP)

RFI Confirmed Dropping Of
Several Languages

At press time, Radio France International (RFI)
had confirmed that radio broadcasts in four lan-
guages-German, Polish, Laotian, and Albanian-
would end on December 19, 2009. These services,
however, were to continue to be available on the
Internet until a definite date was fixed for their clo-
sure. Broadcasts in Turkish, which had been
Internet -only for the past two years, were to cease
completely on December 31. Programs in Serbo-
Croat, which were originally earmarked for clo-
sure, were to continue via the station Beta-RFI. RFI
said it intended to maintain its FM relay stations in
Berlin, Vientiane, and Albania, which would con-
tinue to carry programs in French.

(Source: AFP)

RTBF International Confirms
Dropping Shortwave

Also at press time, RTBF (Radio Television
Beige de la Communaute Francaise) International
confirmed that its shortwave transmissions (9970
kHz) would cease as of 2215 UTC on December
31, 2009. The station said that transmissions
would continue on the mediumwave transmitter
in Belgium on 621 kHz, on FM 99.2 MHz in

Kinshasa, and via the AB3 satellite in Africa. It
was not clear if the station would continue to use
the Hotbird satellite in Europe, as the website only
said that listeners in Europe can listen via the
Internet, either streaming or on demand.

(Source: RTBF)

RTLM Journalist Jailed For Life
Over Rwanda Genocide

A former journalist was sentenced to life in
prison for her role in inciting genocide in Rwanda,
in the latest of a series of trials for the 1994 slaugh-
ter. Valerie Bemeriki, who worked for the influ-
ential Radio Television Libre des Mille Collines
(RTLM), admitted using the network to call on
Hutus to seek out and kill Tutsis. The genocide
claimed the lives of some 800,000 people, main-
ly Tutsis killed by extremist Hutu militia, in the
space of just 100 days. Bemeriki was convicted
by a grassroots Gacaca court in Kigali of planning
genocide, inciting Hutus, and complicity in sev-
eral murders. Based on the age-old concept of a
traditional village council, the Gacaca courts are
empowered to try those alleged to have partici-
pated in the killings and can hand down sentences
ranging from community service to life in jail.

(Source: AFP)

Pakistan Broadcasting
Corporation Launches Live
Streaming

Pakistan Broadcasting Corporation (PBC) has
started live streaming of its broadcasts. A PBC
official said that programs of the National
Broadcasting Service (NBS) could now be lis-
tened to live on the Internet. NBS is a dedicated
Current Affair Channel of Radio Pakistan, which
broadcasts news bulletins, sports news, business
updates and stock market reports, talk shows and
interviews with prominent personalities as well as
social and cultural programs 17 hours a day
(0155-1900 UTC).

Broadcasts from NBS mainly originated from
Islamabad, but major regional stations of PBC,
including Lahore, Karachi, Peshawar, and Quetta,
also made contributions to the daily transmission.
Radio Pakistan listeners around the world can
now get easy access to various programs in
all regional languages as well as in Urdu and
English. NBS programs can be accessed live on
www.radio.gov.pk.

(Source: Daily Times)
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